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1. Now that Lin will be staying in town, how do you think she will feel about
having worn such weird outfits her first week at this school?
a. sure the school authorities will punish her
b. uncertain about winning acceptance from her peers
c. proud to have displayed her unusual wardrobe
d. relieved to stay in one place long enough to shop
2. The problem that Lin’s odd actions represent is that she
a. misses the clothes she wore when younger.
b. wants to go back to her first home.
c. feels that she is never given the opportunity to make friends.
d. resents her mother having such a job.
3. The title of the passage is “A Bad Move.” Which action is most likely the
“bad move” in the passage?
a. Lin decides to not join clubs and to not add new names to her
phone list.
b. Lin’s mom tells Mrs. Leonard that she and Lin will be staying in
the town.
c. Lin’s teacher gave her assignments to make up.
d. Lin tries to be memorable by wearing unusual outfits to school.
4. When Lin’s mother gets a job in town, it solves one problem but creates
another. The new problem is that
a. Lin does not like her new school.
b. Lin likes moving from place to place.
c. Lin’s classmates may think she is strange.
d. Lin misses her old friends.
5. What is the theme of the passage?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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_PRE 1. Now that Lin will be staying in town, how do you think she will feel
about having worn such weird outfits her first week at this school?
a. sure the school authorities will punish her
b. uncertain about winning acceptance from her peers
c. proud to have displayed her unusual wardrobe
d. relieved to stay in one place long enough to shop
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2. Lin acts oddly because of the problem that she
a. misses the clothes she wore when younger.
b. wants to go back to her first home.
c. doesn’t stay in one place long enough to make friends.
d. resents her mother having such a job.

P

3. The title of the passage is “A Bad Move.” Which action is most likely the
“bad move” in the passage?
a. Lin decides to not join clubs and to not add new names to her
phone list.
b. Lin’s mom tells Mrs. Leonard that she and Lin will be staying in
the town.
c. Lin’s teacher gave her assignments to make up.
d. Lin tries to be memorable by wearing unusual outfits to
school.
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4. When Lin’s mother gets a job in town, it solves one problem but creates
another. The new problem is that
a. Lin does not like her new school.
b. Lin likes moving from place to place.
c. Lin’s classmates may think she is strange.
d. Lin misses her old friends.
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5. What is the theme of the passage?
Answers will vary. Answers may include that a person’s actions and
choices always have consequences.
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